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woodlands, forests and fields regulate
the number of game birds and ani-
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so badly burned that they died later.
The average, hunter never sees this
nor does he realize the loss to his
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natural food than cultivated crops.
Quail eat large quantities of boll

weevils. They are truly the farmer's
friend. Keep fire out of the woods
and save these natural quail foods.

The lightest burning fire that ap-
pears to do no damage to tree growth
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w ild birds. Destroy this and the biriLs
suffer. Fven the leaves that fall in
autumn contribute to the existence of
bird life. - Take, for instance, the color-
ing of the (juail and compare this to
the autumn coloring of fallen leaves.
Here the Bob. White finds cover and
protection from his winged enemies
"'id dftimes from the hunter, Fxpo.se
this same ground by burning and this
protection is gone., .Nature provided
protection .for her. denizen, Deer
change-- color as the foliage changes
throughout the year. A fish' takes the
coloring of the water in which it lives.

A thrush lives in. the foJiage adapted
to its coloring.

If we can make every hunter in the
state reah7 that there can be an
abundance of game for years, to come
by.: merely assisting nature, we will
always have that game. If everv
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time ho lights a. cigarette and is :t)l
solutely sure. that match is out before
he throws it away and that the cigar-
ette is out before hi' flips it into drv
grass then we will be getting, on the
wght path- - If we can bring to the
attention of all law abiding hunters
the fact that it is unlawful to start
a camp fire in wowls or timler landf-w- i

thou t fi rst ,ha vi rig clea red a f pa ce
ten feet in diameter down to the
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lems.will have been met. If hunters
do no.t follow these simple rules then
they must expect to be. deprived, of
the favorite, sport through, sfringent
laws or by lack of game and whn this
time comes they must suffer' the con-
sequences of their own
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